California Journey 2011-12 -- Part III
On Wednesday was our journey to Border, NV. As mentioned before, we had driven 1619 miles. But
now we parted from I70 and were on US50 &US6. We would stay on that route all day to Nevada.
We must have made the decision to ignore the Continental breakfast at the Super 8. We headed off west.
Well really northwest. Remember that we crossed the Wasatch Mts last evening. Now we had to get
around the Pahvant Mts by going northwest to Scipio, UT and then travelling down I15 to Holden where
we’d head west on US 50. As a sidelight, some of the really high 12,000 foot mountains in Utah are
south of the Pahvants but in the same complex of mountains. Also, if you look up mountain ranges in
Utah by county, you will be amazed with how many ranges there are in that state.
I thought I had taken a few pictures as we drove around the Pahvant Mts. but I guess I was wrong. I
wrote in my notes that we left Holden, UT at 10 AM and my photos start around 10:42 AM.

Even between Holden and Delta, we were being impressed with the country. I wrote some notes that
began with the
words “Flat!
Heading toward
a hazy cloud
bank and Delta,
UT. Fields are
grassy yellow
with some sort
of hay crop.
Everything is
irrigated.
Further on the
‘grass’ fields
become sections
of sagebrush
that seems to
choke out the
grass. To the
north side of the
road, the fence
posts are just
sticks/branches
that are big
around as silver
dollars. The
commercial
posts are on the south field. Whoops, the south field turned into open range near Duckworth Dairy farm.”
We reached Delta, Utah. There we were surprised to find that they had a commemorative exhibit
concerning a WWII internment camp where US citizens of Japanese descent were imprisoned during the
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war. One of the camps named Topaz was near Delta. Unfortunately, the exhibition center was not open
this day, but we took a photograph of this sign on a marble pedestal in the middle of town.
We ate a hearty breakfast that was more like a brunch at the Rancher Restaurant in Delta. Then we took
off west. The skies were still overcast and they cleared gradually as we headed down the road.
Right down from Delta was the last town called Hinkley, UT. There was nothing much there. Maybe
there was history, but that was all. But, say? Have you ever heard of a “shoe tree” – one of those things
that you use to store shoes if you are blessed with multiple
pairs? Well, just as we left Hinkley we spotted this shoe
tree. I wonder what was the history of that attraction. The
shoe tree at Hinckley can be seen on the Internet but there is
absolutely no hint of Why!!! One photo caption says that
the tree beacons passersby to “rid their soles.”
Well that was that. After the tree we drove 83 miles off
across Millard County Utah. No side roads, no services.
I’d love to do it again and again.
Just looking at the map, it shows that we pass the Cricket
Mts, the House Range, the Confusion Range, the Conger
Range, and Sevier Lake(Dry). We approach the Snake
Range of Nevada.
OK, here goes. This is my first photo looking west after the
shoe tree. Just to get my bearings I took another shot which

I am not including
that probably
showed the Drum
Mountains to the
northwest. You
could just make
them out through
the haze.
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Unfortunately, the scenery was such
that I can’t look at my collection of
photos and describe what we were
looking at. For instance these
terraced hills might have some
name, but it is lost to me. In the
next picture, the sky was clearing
allowing me to see hills in our
future. But I don’t know which
mountains they were.
Finally, I found another shot was
one of several where some low
clouds hovered near the ground. It
amazed me that these were
afternoon pictures. Maybe it had to
do with snow on the ground and the
low sun on the December afternoon.

I just liked to remember how the
road narrowed to a point in the
distance.
Oh yes, on our left at one point, we
passed Sevier Lake which was large
and probably totally dry at this time
of the year. I don’t believe we could
make out any sign of water over
there. One sentence from the
Internet says: The lake has been
mostly dry throughout recorded history
and is a source of wind-blown dust
in dust storms that frequently sweep
[2]
the Wasatch Front.

Our elevation was increasing from
our position earlier in the day. We
noted that we crossed the Confusion
Mountain Pass at 6280 feet,
Enough again. We have to move on
to the border and Baker, NV.
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We arrived at the border of Utah and Nevada where we found the Border Inn. Whatever was the time of
day, we had plenty of daylight left even on this shortest day of the year. We signed in to what was
probably an empty motel of 20 some units. That motel and the Border’s gas station was in Utah. The
restaurant and casino butted up against the gas station. They were in Nevada!!!! It was well named the
Border Inn. On maps, Border, Utah is sometimes marked. Other times, Baker, Nevada a few miles west
is the closest town to the border. Also note that the border between Utah and Nevada serves as the line
between the Mountain and Pacific Time Zones!! So the next morning, we would wake at 8 AM and go to
breakfast a few minutes after 7 AM. Bizarre!
We dropped off our things in the room and went to the Great Basin National Park for which we had to
pass near Baker and travel only about 5 miles. The Great Basin area dominates most of Nevada. It
stretches from California’s Sierra Nevada to Utah’s Wasatch Mts. This vast region of sagebrush-covered
valleys and narrow mountain ranges is named for its lack of drainage. Water collects in shallow salt
lakes, marshes, and mud flats to evaporate in dry desert air. This Great Basin itself was largely west of
the Park yet we had been driving in the Basin all day – having crossed the Wasatch Mts last evening.
This Great Basin National Park was on the east edge of the Snake Mts. with its primary peak being
Wheeler Peak, 13,063 feet.
Wheeler Peak is snow covered most of the year. While we were on the east side of the mountain that
afternoon, we were aware
of its affect on the
weather in its vicinity.
Clouds that had cleared
while we approached
Baker seemed to come
back. However, it was
no front coming in. The
clouds were just a daily
occurrence. Morning
would begin clear; but as
the sun moves across the
mountains, clouds form
maybe from evaporating
snow. The clouds were
just hanging over the east
side of the mountains.
The effect can be seen in
the picture at the left.
We finally parked at the
Great Basin Visitor
Center. I took the picture
looking sort of northeast. At this point, we were several hundred feet above the valley where Baker and
our motel were. At the bottom of the picture are the cars in the parking lot and the tree covered slopes of
the foothills. Above are the clouds extending like a shelf from the mountains behind us. The color in the
middle is the sun lit valley – and even blue sky in the distance. The hovering cloud bank raised and
lowered during our couple hour stay. (The clouds reminded me of that menacing cloud in Costa Rica that
never moved from the mountain top and spewed rain and rainbows down the valley during the sunny
days.) We believed that the valley might be affected, but no clouds shrouded the valley that evening and
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my pictures of Wheeler the next morning show that the big cloud bank had dissipated – or possibly was
just beginning it daily build for the new day.
We took part in a tour of Lehman Caves which was a highlight attraction beyond just camping and
driving in the Park. (A bit of advertising says that the drive up Wheeler Peak is the highlight. But I
wasn’t able to do that.) This was really “off season” so the group was small and we were always close to
the guide for hearing purposes. Our brochure told us that Lehman Caves was just a single cavern. It
extends a quarter-mile into the limestone and marble that flank the base of the Snake Range. American
Indians knew it long before the rancher and miner Absalom Lehman explored it in 1885. There were all
kinds of natural formations in the cave – stalactities, stalagmites, columns, draperies, soda straws, etc.
Besides those there were curtains like those in the upper right of the next photo. There were rarities like
shields which are two roughly circular plates fastened like flattened clam shells. The lower part of a shield
is shown in the right photo.

The ranger/guide spent lots of time describing the theories on how these various shapes came about. He
also recounted that prior to 1922, drinking, dancing, and music rocked the cavern. The people who
visited the cave hideaway took souvenirs by breaking off stalactites or other delicate formations. We saw
the results -- a large number of narrow stalactites that were tapering but then coming to an abrupt ending.
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The next picture shows just one of those stalactites hanging like an
disconnected water pipe – and not tapering to a point as the formation
develops naturally. Now my camera is not great at closeups. This picture
was to demonstrate something else. This formation was not a “dead” structure
when it was broken off. Water continued to try to contribute to its growth. In
fact, at the very blunt end of the original, a small stalactite is forming. It
provided some idea how painfully slow and the vast number of years it had
taken to produce the natural art of this subterranean museum. 90 to 100 years
of growth produced something only about ¼ of an inch. (Needless to say
changes in the water table would affect the rate of growth.)

After the tour, we investigated the road through the park. Baker’s altitude is 5317 ft. The Visitor
Center was nearly to 7000 ft. The paved road was 12 miles long. However, we were only able to get up
to the Upper Lehman Creek
camping area at about 7752 ft.
The road up the Wheeler Peak
Scenic Drive to a height of
10,000 feet was unplowed and
barricaded by a gate. That
road was the highest such
mountain road in a National
Park system (Something like
that.)
One feature of the Drive was
bristlecone pines. The Park
brochure notes that: “On rocky
slopes past Wheeler Peak
Scenic Drive’s end, you walk
among trees 2000 or 3000 and
more years old.”
After leaving the Park, we
drove back to Baker. All we could say is that people lived there. The next morning we met our 20ish
waitress who lived there. Her hopes were tied to her boy friend’s plans to move from his job at this Park
to maybe another such job. Just looking at the town, one could see the sign of hopes, but very few
flowerings as a result of those hopes.
The town of Baker had two taverns as we went by. Both looked open for business with a few lights
inside. I think I saw a bartender moving around. No cars had parked yet and you wonder how many
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would pack there tonight. The house below on the left was just that small. The clutter around it and the
moth-balled VW bus seemed to say nothing of the future, but only signs of past efforts – past dreams.
Nearby was an antique box car which had a concrete set up steps leading up to the front door with its

oval cutglass window. Other told us later that a couple ladies had planned to develop this for visitors to
Baker and the nearby National Park. A coffee shop? A boutique? No one seemed to know what
happened. The property looked like it was waiting for something that had not come.
On the road back to the motel – 5 miles yet, we returned to
the T in the road that we had gone by earlier. Beverly had
me photograph the local “stop sign.” There were two.
Maybe one was to be read by horses.
Back at the motel we went to dinner at the
casino/bar/restaurant next door. The casino was just a
room full of glittering slot machines. The bar was in the
same room and several locals (maybe 4) were doing more
talking than drinking. The restaurant room was large. It
probably would accommodate all of the people of Baker
for celebrations.
Dinner was good. I don’t remember what it was. We
spent at least 30 minutes talking to the 40ish evening
waitress. She had come to Baker to manage a trailer park.
That scheme had fallen through. She decided to stay and
has become the helper of an octogenarian rancher to
provide for her room. I believe they live in different
houses on his 100 plus acre ranch. We talked about her
view of this life in the wide open spaces.
Supper was done and we returned to Utah (  ) and our motel to sleep. Whoops, we made one side trip.
We hopped in the car and drove west from the Inn to another T in the road. There we got out and looked
at the stars. The Great Basin National Park had an astronomy program and our guide was one of the
instructors. This region was ideal for star-gazing. The brochures say:
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On a clear, moonless night in Great Basin National Park, thousands of stars, five of our solar
system's eight planets, star clusters, meteors, man-made satellites, the Andromeda Galaxy, and the
Milky Way can be seen with the naked eye. The area boasts some of the darkest night skies left in the
United States. Low humidity and minimal light pollution, combined with high elevation, create a
unique window to the universe.

It was a beautiful display.
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